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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

Some pedals are born winners. The day they are released they become instant classics and are used by 
prominent rock bands like Pink Floyd and the Smashing Pumpkins. Others take time to develop a reputa-
tion. In my humble opinion, the Reel Echo from DanElectro hasn’t gotten a fair shake..yet. This is an ab-
solutely sick pedal that more people need to know about. 

What is a Reel Echo?
A reel echo is a simulation of the tape delay. Tapes were used to record stuff before and this pedal makes 
the tape sound. It also does echoes on the sound, so you hear the same sound over and over again. It has 
a slider which controls how big or small the echoes are. In a way it‘s two pedals in one. it makes you 
sound like tape and also repeats the sounds with the tape effect.

How does it work?
The The Reel Echo has many buttons and knobs which can be turned on and off. They are all good knobs. It 
sounds like the box is recording your sound and then it plays it back to you. This pedal could be very good 
for rock n’ roll like Led Zeppelin or maybe something more soft. 

Our review
 Using a blue telecaster I plugged in the guitar to the green box. It started playing the echoes of what I  Using a blue telecaster I plugged in the guitar to the green box. It started playing the echoes of what I 
played. Cool! The more notes you play, they were all echoed brilliantly. I switched the knobs on and off. 
The warble knob made the sound...you guessed it, warble. I didn’t like that sound. The machine is plastic 
and very well built like most DanElectro products. I give it a rating of ‘R.’ It would get a NC-17 rating if 
the buttons were bigger but they are so small and the warble sound sucked. These are currently out of 
print but can be had used for around $150 with shipping. It’s well worth the price just for the echoes and 
sounds it makes.
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